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Abstract: In recent years, virtual and augmented reality have begun to take advantage of the high speed capabilities
of data streaming technologies and wireless networks. However, limitations like bandwidth and latency still prevent
us from achieving high fidelity telepresence and collaborative virtual and augmented reality applications. Fortunately,
both researchers and engineers are aware of these problems and have set out to design 5G networks to help us to move
to the next generation of virtual interfaces. This paper reviews state of the art virtual and augmented reality communications technology and outlines current eﬀorts to design an eﬀective, ubiquitous 5G network to help to adapt to virtual
application demands. We discuss application needs in domains like telepresence, education, healthcare, streaming
media, and haptics, and provide guidelines and future directions for growth based on this new network infrastructure.
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1. Introduction
One staple of eﬀective electronic communication has always
been a robust, available network connection. From the birth of
the Internet to the advent of modern high bandwidth cellphone
networks, we have strived to provide faster services with lower
latency and broader coverage. We are now on the brink of implementing a faster than ever 5G network infrastructure, which
has significant implications for the future success of virtual and
augmented realities (AR and VR). Researchers must also begin
thinking about the implications of such a network and its relationship to virtual technologies, as factors like security, privacy,
and safety will be of utmost importance. In the following, we first
delve into the history and most promising applications of VR and
AR, provide an overview of important state-of-the-art research,
and discuss applications and future possibilities that 5G can help
enable.
1.1 A Brief History of Virtual Reality
Virtual reality is a technology that immerses a user into a computer generated virtual world by replacing the real world around
the user with a virtual one. With the ultimate virtual reality system, a user would not be able to distinguish the virtual world
from the real. This idea, embodied by a pair of goggles that let
the user experience a fictional world through five senses, was first
presented in a science fiction called Pygmalion’s Spectacles by
Weinbaum in the 1930s [59]. Shortly after in the 1950s, Heilig
developed a multi-modal theater cabinet called Sensorama that
displayed stereoscopic 3D images, stereo sound, aromas, winds
and vibrations during film [20]. In 1968, Sutherland demonstrated the first functioning, see-through head mounted display
(HMD) with head tracking capability [51]. The user was able
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to see computer generated 3D wireframe objects overlaid on the
real environment from his or her own perspective in real time.
This system is considered to be the father of both virtual and augmented reality today.
One of the first large scale networked VR systems was SIMNET, a military simulation for DARPA, developed in 1983 [55],
as shown in Fig. 1. In late 80s, the Naval Postgraduate School
developed NPSNET, a battlefield simulation system supporting hundreds of users at a time [62]. Other examples of networked VR systems in early days include DIVE [10] and MASSIVE [18]. In 1987, Jaron Lanier coined the term ‘virtual reality’ and launched a company called VPL Research. One of its
first products, the EyePhone, also considered the first commercial head mounted display, was then introduced in many research
laboratories, which contributed to the first boom of virtual reality
in early 1990s. Today’s virtual reality boom is thought to have
been triggered by inexpensive smartphone based HMDs. One of
the first such systems was the FOV2GO papercraft HMD developed at University of Southern California in 2012 [14]. Originating from the same research group, the Oculus Rift was also
launched in the same year. According to SuperData Research,
Statista 2016, the virtual reality market has a value of approximately $3.7B worldwide as of 2016, and is expected to grow to
$40B in 2020. To date, however, most networked virtual reality
systems only exchange event triggers that change shared content
such as user motion and key presses, so that the required network
traﬃc is minimal. As we will describe later, the 5G high speed
network will allow real time large data transmission such as HD
3D video, high fidelity virtual environments, and other streamed
VR experiences for networked displays and viewing systems.
1.2 A Brief History of Augmented Reality
Augmented reality (AR) is a technology that overlays computer generated information onto the real world. Thus, our environment is ‘augmented’ so that the user can perform the task
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Fig. 1

Images showing early implementations of SIMNET (Courtesy of Jim
Millar [37]).

at hand with less eﬀort. As such, the goals of augmented reality
have traditionally been task driven. One objective of the ultimate
augmented reality system would be show the most relevant information at the most appropriate time and place. Another type of
ultimate augmented reality system would add virtual content onto
the real world or modify existing objects in a way that is indistinguishable to the user. As mentioned above, this basic idea was
presented and demonstrated by Sutherland in the1960s. Somewhat later, Caudell and Mizell coined the term ‘augmented reality’ in 1992 for the HMD-based system they developed for wire
bundle assembly at Boeing [12]. Released in 1999, the markerbased open source tracking library, ARToolKit, further facilitated
the acceleration and dissemination of augmented reality [29]. In
the late 2000s, augmented reality was made known to general
public through the entertainment industry using games such as
The Eye of Judgement in 2007, which is thought to be the first AR
consumer game, and the Nintendo 3DS in 2011. To date, Pokemon Go alone has acquired more than 200 million players and
earns more than $2M everyday worldwide. According to DigiCapital, the augmented reality market as a whole is expected to
grow to $90B by 2020.
Technically speaking, virtual and augmented reality systems
are quite similar to each other. Both require sensing (input) and
display (output) subsystems as well as a scene management subsystem. Sensing subsystems need to keep track of user position
(and motion) and accept some form of command input. Display
subsystems render a 3D scene according to user position, and output other sensory information like sound. Hardware and software
architecture for the two systems are also quite similar or almost
identical. For both, minimizing end-to-end (motion to photon) latency is essential since latency degrades user comfort in VR and
visual quality in AR, and has a number of other negative eﬀects.
Accurate position tracking (or registration in augmented reality)
is also important for both systems, but is typically more diﬃcult
to achieve for AR because of the mobile nature of the applications. In general, display hardware for AR is also more diﬃcult
to develop than for virtual reality, due to the complex nature of
see through optics and the relationship between virtual content
and the environment. Supplemental material is typically drawn
in AR, so comparable rendering requirements are often higher
for VR since the whole scene must be drawn every frame, and
often at higher frame rates.
In addition to standalone virtual technologies, early examples
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Fig. 2

Typical early collaborative AR systems. (top) Studierstube (Courtesy of Dieter Schmalstieg [47]), (middle) Shared Space (Courtesy
of Mark Billinghurst [7]), (bottom) SeamlessDesign [31].

of networked and/or collaborative AR systems started to come
about in the early nineties, such as Studierstube [47] (Fig. 2, top)
and Shared Space [7] (Fig. 2, middle). Such co-located AR systems are beneficial for intensive collaborative work such as 3D
modeling (Fig. 2, bottom, [31]) since discussions and exchanging ideas between participants can happen more naturally and
smoothly due to non-verbal communication cues present while
sharing and viewing virtual content [32].
These developments allowed for the sharing of virtual content between users from diﬀerent perspectives, but bandwidth requirements were minimal for demonstrating the basic technology.
Some other networked AR systems target remote collaboration or
remote assistance with real time video transmission [8], but the
bandwidth and latency requirements of today’s virtual applications are much more demanding than those of research projects
twenty years ago. Using the 5G high speed network, current and
future networked AR systems will have richer content and facilitate more eﬀective collaboration on the go, as we will discuss
later.
Next, we describe communications challenges, the 5G network, and recent, relevant technology developments. Then, we
discuss how these developments will aﬀect AR and VR interfaces, help solve existing problems, and enable new content and
interactions. We conclude with directions for the near and distant
future of AR and VR as a whole. In short, our goal is to outline
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how the 5G network will influence the field, and help provide
both an overview and guidelines for researchers, engineers, and
businesses to help successfully adapt to these changes in infrastructure.

2. State of the Art AR/VR Technologies
With the progress of the high-speed mobile network and the
increasing number of smart devices, the global digital content
market is expected to expand from $475B in 2018 to $1174B in
2025. Virtual and augmented realities are considered key technologies to take the initiative in such a future digital content market, with just the market for VR/AR content expected to grow
from $1934M in 2018 to $3264M in 2025 [38].
2.1 Game Technology
The most recent example of augmented reality that has taken
the world by storm is that of Pokemon Go. Though this game
does not use the most complex AR or network technologies, its
design facilitates an interactive, social, mobile game that has become extremely popular in a short period of time. We expect
other similar games, especially those that begin to take advantage of more advanced wearable displays, to become prevalent
and increasingly popular with the appearance of the 5G network.
Much like the telepresence applications described later, 5G will
allow players to interact with virtual content as a group or in a social manner that will make AR gaming even more attractive. 5G
promises to solve many of the problems preventing such applications from running in real time today.
Though early examples of games like AR Quake [54] showed
the potential for outdoor gaming, first person shooters, for example, require very low latency throughput in order to properly
synchronize the positions and interactions of a large group of
players. All players must have a similar low throughput for this
to work eﬀectively, or some players, if not all, will experience
lag or dropouts. Because of how virtual content is dependent on
the real world, extremely low latency (less than 40ms required,
less than 8ms desired) is often a barrier to making mobile AR or
VR gaming a reality when multiple players are present. We have
seen that devices like the Microsoft Hololens allow single users
to view content and play games within the confines of a building
or room, primarily due to advances in inside-out tracking technology. To integrate other latency dependent entities into games, the
5G network is a significant step towards reaching these latency
requirements [5].
2.2 Reconstruction
One fundamental technology essential to many AR and future
VR applications is 3D reconstruction. This refers to the construction and localization of points, lines, or planes that represent real
objects in 3D space. With such reconstructions, the ability to
place virtual replicas of real objects in the real or virtual world
becomes possible. Through the knowledge of the points representing the real world and virtual object, it becomes possible to
recognize what parts of the 3D object should be visible and which
should not, a concept referred to as occlusion. The important
thing to realize is that these reconstructions, especially dense re-
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Fig. 3

Image of Microsoft’s Holoportation (Courtesy of Shahram
Izadi [43]).

constructions that more accurately represent the real world, are
often composed of millions of points, voxels, texels, or 3D structures. Though many systems have realized dense 3D reconstructions through techniques like DTAM [39] or KinectFusion [40],
the constant sharing and synchronization of these environments
between users is still a significant challenge.
2.3 Telepresence
Though AR and VR are already aﬀecting many fields of research today, one application bringing a lot of excitement is that
of Telepresence, also referred to as Telexistence. This concept
refers to the ability to be present at a remote location in some
form or fashion. The most rudimentary forms of telepresence date
back hundreds of years, including the telephone. The amount of
presence felt by both the local and remote users are limited by the
technology used, where complete telepresence would be a 100%
accurate representation of the two users so that they could not tell
the diﬀerence between their real and virtual selves. Current technologies allow us to replicate this goal to a certain extent. For
example, phones allow us to replicate the human voice, though
with limited quality; Videoconferencing allows us to replicate a
visual 2D representation of the human body; Most recently, methods utilizing volumetric reconstruction, like Holoportation [43]
(Fig. 3) and Fusion 4D [13], have begun to scratch the surface of
a 3D visual representation of the remote party; Simple physical
reconstructions of objects or of a remote person’s limbs has also
recently become possible [26]. These technologies seek to create a complete auditory, visual, and haptic copy of individuals or
items at a remote location, though limitations in technology, especially those related to wireless network throughput [1], are still
preventing these applications from becoming a reality. Operating
humanoid robots or avatars over the network [15] also suﬀer from
these kinds of limitations.
2.4 Displays
The bandwidth requirements of virtual and augmented reality
also depend on the pixel resolution and refresh rates of display
hardware. For example, the first commercial HMD, the VPL
EyePhone in 1989, had a fairly wide field of view, (75.3 × 58.4
degrees per eye, 90.0 degrees of binocular field of view) which
is comparable to today’s Oculus Rift and HTC Vive, but its resolution was very coarse. It had a monochrome array of 360 ×
240 (86,400) cells with red, green and blue filters, resulting in
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Fig. 4 Images of a Light-Field Stereoscope, showing resulting front and rear
focus (top and middle rows, respectively), and the images rendered
on the front and rear LCD to generate this multi-focal possibility.
(Courtesy of Gordon Wetzstein [22]).

28,800 color triads or approximately 207.8 × 138.6 color pixels.
The refresh rate was 30 Hz (it often dropped below 10 Hz due to
low graphics power), and with 24 bits/pixel for stereo rendering,
the uncompressed data rate was about 39.6 Mbps, or 2 Mbps in
H.264 format. Modern HMDs have much higher resolution and
refresh rates. For example, the resolution of Oculus Rift CV1
is 1080 × 1200 (1,296,000) per eye driven at 90 Hz resulting in
an uncompressed data rate of about 5.3 Gbps, 135 times more
than that of EyePhone. Even with H.264 format, this is around
250 Mbps, which would only be transmissible while mobile via
the 5G network. Next generation technologies like light field and
holographic displays reproduce more realistic 3D images with
accommodation cues, and they demand even higher bandwidths.
For example, light field displays with micro lens arrays typically
require about 10 × 10 (100 times) the number of pixels compared
to conventional binocular stereo displays. To achieve similar angular resolution, bandwidth of a few hundred Gbps is required.
Though still bandwidth intensive, factored light field synthesis
via stacked LCD panels, as shown in Fig. 4 [22], require less data
to produce the same resolution, which makes it a promising technology in the era of the 5G high speed network.

3. AR/VR in the Era of 5G Highway
3.1 Challenges
(1) Latency
Perhaps the most important and challenging aspect of achieving useful AR/VR systems is reducing delay (used interchangeably with latency in this paper). Many types of delay exist that
can aﬀect perception and performance, including sensor, network, and rendering delay. For the most part, sensor delay has
been reduced to an amount that is imperceptible by humans in
both AR devices like the HoloLens [17] and VR devices like the
Oculus Rift or HTC Vive. The remaining problems arise when
delay is introduced into the system that is not sensor-specific,
such as sending 3D model data over the network in real time.
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For individual AR and VR experiences, this latency is one-way.
However, for games and haptic applications, this latency is bidirectional, eﬀectively doubling the infrastructure requirements.
Even with today’s high speed networks, loading a dense point
cloud model over a network of any significant distance is not feasible. Some applications have been able to alleviate this problem with clever rendering techniques, such as games that sending
very basic positioning data over the network and let client systems handle rendering, though they haven’t completely been able
to solve the problem. Other applications like the recently developed Fusion 4D [13] involve much more complex models where
latency can have a larger negative eﬀect on results. Haptic interaction is also primarily latency intensive. Much like typing on a
keyboard requires immediate haptic response for accurate text entry [21], haptic feedback can be perceived as unnatural or fake, if
it is over 7 ms in inking applications for example [3], if the feedback is engaged too long after the visual stimulus has occurred.
(2) Bandwidth
Like latency, bandwidth is also a significant limitation for applications like 3D reconstruction and telepresence, where the
transmission of gigabytes of dense model or point cloud data is
a necessity. Pre-processing this information and just sending textures or frames to be rendered on a remote display is possible, but
this still must be done at extremely low latency and bandwidth.
“With 4G technologies, there are still barriers to provide services
requiring both real-time response and big data sizes, which are
expected to be a key requirement of future services. For example,
the current 4G/LTE network is not able to provide instantaneous
cloud services to mobile users which can enable people to have
desktop-like experiences on the go as such cloud based services
are expected to be much more commonly accessible by the public in societies of the 2020s [38].” Considering the new development of light field and holographic displays, sending direct data
streams of video frames will have also extremely high bandwidth
requirements.
(3) Quality of Service (QoS)
Even if we can solve the problems associated with latency and
bandwidth, quality of service is a necessity for most applications.
If applications like Skype, Facetime, or Google Hangouts suﬀer
from frequent disconnects or degradation in image quality, users
will turn to other applications. Similarly, if multiplayer virtual reality or applications for AR assistance in industrial environments
suﬀer from lag spikes or dropouts, players and users will be reluctant to adopt these new technologies for use in the field.
(4) Availability
Availability, also highly tied to QoS, is a must if we are to foster
worldwide adoption of AR and VR. Cell phones have made their
way into the hands of over 90% of people on this planet, largely
due to the availability of 3G and beyond networks distributed over
vast areas of land.
(5) Colocation (i.e., separate physical spaces)
Colocation, or presence of diﬀerent individuals in separate
physical spaces, also poses problems to achieving meaningful AR
and VR experiences. Because of the nature of this type of application, both latency and bandwidth play immense roles in accurately representing a remote environment. For example, when
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two individuals in diﬀerent rooms want to share a similar virtual
space or objects, a myriad of reconstruction, real time capture,
and haptic feedback mechanisms usually need to exist. End to
end latency of reconstruction cameras, network, and rendering
can often amount to seconds, which is unacceptable for many applications like tele-surgery.
(6) Security and Safety
Most use of AR and VR to date has been for inside or in-home
use, which for the most part is relatively secure. Once mobile interfaces on wireless networks come into play, security will play
a much more integral role, especially when business meetings,
games, and private conversations can occur in virtual environments. “It is known that 2010 to 2020 will become The Decade
of Ubiquity, which is defined as the next ten years where every aspect of our lives will be permeated by digital, mobile, media, data,
information, augmented, virtual, and so forth [57].” For these applications, we will need to ensure that private information stays
private, that users can appropriately and knowledgeably set application privileges and access levels with ease, and that mobile
applications do not cause physical dangers to users due to distractions or limited perception of the real world.
(7) Social Adoption
As with any technology, social adoption of a new device or
system usually takes time. Much like carrying a phone on your
person was a rare occurrence 30 years ago, wearing an AR display like the Hololens while walking down the street would be
met with awe. However, we have already seen the slow migration
of VR into everyday life, despite initial resistance and ridicule
of the technology in popular media. The same goes for handheld AR systems like Pokemon Go. This adoption has not come
without its problems though. We have seen incidences of pool
players attempting to lean on virtual tables that do not exist (and
falling), Pokemon Go players being robbed or beaten in parks
while not paying attention to their surroundings, and some potentially health-hazardous instances of people that are terrified
by VR simulations of roller coasters or horror games. As such,
societal rules, safety mechanisms, and interactive devices that intelligently regulate presence and environmental perception need
to be built into AR and VR interfaces for social adoption to be a
success. Smart networks will also play a role in achieving safe
and practical virtual systems by ensuring secure connections and
environments for gaming and collaboration.
3.2 5G Infrastructure
Since 1980s, information and communication technologies
(ICT) have been evolving rapidly and now they are key elements
in the modern society and economy.
The 5G high speed network will allow up to 10 Gbps of mobile data transmission per device, which is 10 to 100 times faster
than current 4G/LTE network. The 5G network will also allow
a low latency below 1 ms which is again 10 to 100 times smaller
than the current network. This is a significant gain compared
to past jumps in speed and delay. Next generation virtual and
augmented reality applications pose significant demands in both
bandwidth and latency and will be the ones that benefit the most
from these features of the 5G network as illustrated in Fig. 5. The
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Fig. 5 Bandwidth and latency requirements of potential 5G use cases ((c)
GSMA Intelligence 2015 [58]).

number of networked devices will also increase significantly, with
the network having a capacity of about 1 Tb/s/km2 . This will allow bandwidth for streaming to tens of thousands of people in
a football stadium to broadcast simultaneous, individually tuned
HD content.
3.3 Implications for Current Applications
5G infrastructure has significant implications for a number of
applications in both the near and far future. Examples include
interactive gaming, industrial support, and entertainment.
3.3.1 Gaming and Entertainment
One of the first and perhaps most obvious areas that will benefit
from increased network connectivity is that of gaming, especially
mobile and location based games. With Pokemon Go showing
the power of AR to bring people together on a mass interactive
scale, 5G will improve the network dependent mechanisms that
support localization of players, interactions between players and
the world, and the sharing and joint manipulation of AR content.
Low latency haptic devices and controllers that can be used outdoors will open the floodgates for tools, sports equipment, (safe)
virtual weapons, and magic abilities that literally are only limited
by human imagination. Microtransaction business models will
likely be useful for managing the creation and sale of these types
of virtual items, much like MMORPGs and other games manage
virtual purchases today [19]. This has significant implications for
online business as consumers move from tangible goods to digital
content and services.
The concept of ePPV, or enhanced pay-per-view [1], may also
provide a good business model with which to stream real time
virtual experiences with the user. Wireless streaming to multiple
devices in theaters can also add personalization and interactivity
to current theater experiences, giving everyone a unique perspective on the movie or media being viewed at the time. This will
eventually extend to streaming content services in the home and
eventually anywhere, so that interactive movies and 3D event reconstructions will be available on the go. Some eﬀorts towards
high fidelity reconstructions of images and museums already exist, including the Gigapixel projects [6], [46] and other related
media digitization.
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3.3.2 Haptic Evolution
Virtual reality technologies are not limited to reproducing visual and auditory sensations. More specifically, haptic interfaces
that can reproduce a sense of touch have been intensively investigated for decades. By applying forces and vibrations to the user’s
sensory organs or by changing the shape and texture of the device surfaces, they can give realistic cutaneous and/or kinesthetic
sensations. Haptic interfaces are not only essential for many VR
applications, e.g., driving and surgical simulators where a subtle diﬀerence of force sensations can result in fatal accidents, but
are also desirable in other applications such as sports and remote
conferences. One unique aspect of haptic interfaces is that they
are mostly bidirectional, i.e., they are both sensory and display
devices at the same time, which serves to reproduce and receive
forces to and from the user. For example, to present a virtual wall,
a haptic device needs to produce a reaction (resistance) force in
proportion to the action force exerted by the user. The virtual
wall will not feel rigid if the feedback loop is not fast enough.
Haptic interfaces can function minimally at slow refresh rates of
less than 1,000 Hz and high latencies of 30 to 50 ms, however, extremely fast refresh rates (> 10 KHz) and a low latency (∼1 ms)
are desirable for high quality, realistic feedback. Aided by the 5G
network, future Internet applications will be tactile, where users
will be able to touch and manipulate items remotely and exchange
nonverbal communication cues like handshaking. This “Haptic
Internet” or “Tactile Internet”, indicated at the top right of Fig. 5,
will add another modality of realism to virtual and augmented
reality applications.
3.3.3 Education
Providing a good, eﬀective education is a focus of many, if not
all, developed countries. Teachers across the globe strive to provide their students with eﬀective tools for learning and developing
in fun and creative ways. Broadcast interfaces such as streaming and archiving of classes on YouTube, massive online open
courses (MOOCs) [52], remote education and distance learning
programs, and automated / intelligent training programs have recently made leaps and bounds in providing free, consistent education to anyone with an internet connection. In the near future,
Virtual reality promises to be able to provide an even more effective way of teaching by integrating rich, detailed content that
does not have to be printed on a textbook page. However, just like
high speed broadband was an enabling factor in realizing streaming video content, 5G will be an important, if not essential, step
in ensuring that the masses have easy, consistent access to virtual
educational material, live courses, and telepresent professors and
teachers. This new generation of educational interfaces will likely
revolutionize the way we think about education in the classroom,
and it may be the case that the concept of a joint, physical classroom gradually fades into history. Bringing education to students
in this way can help us more eﬀectively distribute skilled teachers to remote locations, eliminate the need for children to travel
great distances to school districts, and improve the eﬃciency of
teaching infrastructure.
3.3.4 Healthcare
Healthcare is another major application of virtual and augmented reality systems. With 5G networks in place, a sick person
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can consult with a family doctor during travel as if they were
meeting in the same place. The doctor may immediately share
the space with another expert in a completely diﬀerent oﬃce or
country and ask for the second opinion in real time with the patient present in the co-located space. If that particular instance required emergency surgery, the physicians could guide the patient
to a nearby clinic to perform a remote robot operation. Remote
imaging, remote diagnosis and remote surgery are all available
today already, however, they are not widespread due to several
issues. These include high prices, limited device interoperability,
established clinical protocols, and latency associated with bidirectional feedback of surgical tools. 5G can potentially eliminate
these barriers, allowing surgeons to perform as if they were onsite, helping propel remote healthcare into the mainstream, and
ensuring quality health and medical care on a larger scale than
available today.

4. AR/VR in the Era beyond 5G
Realizing the 5G network will have significant implications for
many areas of technology and for fields like art and entertainment.
4.1 The Virtual Oﬃce
Perhaps one of the most intriguing applications of VR is that
of completely integrated telepresence, which has significant implications for oﬃce work. With current applications like Skype
and GitHub, we have started to see a gradual migration towards
work-from-home careers, especially for fields like computing and
engineering. The concept of a virtual oﬃce in combination with
technologies like Fusion 4D [13] are likely to solve many existing
problems with telepresence and provide for completely remote
oﬃce experiences. Moreover, mobile 5G can completely transform how we treat transportation. Being able to stream content
and collaborate while riding a train or bus or in the passenger
seat of a car can enable employees to conduct business on the
go, which in turn can encourage the use of mass and automated
transportation methods.
4.2 Reality Remapping
At some point, we will have complete control over the information we present to our eyes using virtual technology. In many
cases, such as for individuals that work in drab cubicles, it will
be advantageous to have a “change of scene,” where the user displays remote mountains instead of walls, and the Milky Way instead of the ceiling. In the case of a portable workspace, we will
be able to ‘carry’ a part of the real oﬃce when mobile, or mix
parts of the real world from diﬀerent locations on demand to best
cope with the current activities. An individual’s surroundings can
be tailored by cutting, copying, pasting, scaling, deforming and
mashing up diﬀerent realities. We call this flexible framework
‘reality remapping,’ and foresee that it will be realized in the era
beyond 5G. Though achieving such realistic content is largely a
technology rather than network related problem, 5G will enable
higher speed sharing of such content. Much like YouTube users
share 1080p video content in real time, VR users will share vast
3D worlds in real time. Virtual artists are already coming up with
right 3D art using applications like TiltBrush [11]. Sharing of
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to see objects or motion well before an accident.

Fig. 6 Image showing the general structure of ModulAR hardware, including the A) an SMI stereoscopic eye-tracker, B) Oculus Rift DK2
head mounted display, C) modular attachment plate used to interchange various camera-lens modules, D) stereo camera pairs with
telescopic, fisheye, and ultrawide vision augmentation lenses, and E)
an example of a configuration that allows the user to merge a binocular telescopic video stream into a one-to-one field of view [42].

these intricate designs in real-time will enable new collaborative
experiences.
4.3 Vision Augmentation
Though AR and VR are typically thought of as technologies
that add virtual elements to the real world, another subclass of
AR technology is that of vision augmentation (VisAug). This
field seeks to improve or modify human vision to provide sight
or augmentation that is not possible with the naked eye. The
most ancient of these interfaces are spectacles (glasses). Though
unrelated to virtual information, glasses embody the essence of
VisAug: to provide a better view of the world than with the naked
eye. VisAug has gone from from glasses to binoculars, to surgical lenses, and is not being conducted with AR technology. Much
like optical elements modify an image, we can now use combinations of optics, algorithms, cameras that utilize diﬀerent spectral
information, and displays to reach new levels of VisAug technology. One such example is the ModulAR display (Fig. 6) [42],
which provides eye-engaged augmentations with interchangeable
lenses. Using a combination of camera-lens modules and rendering techniques, users can engage augmentations with virtual
vision augmentation displays [42].
Another example of augmentation that is more software based
is that of defocus correction [24]. This algorithm uses a calibrated HMD-camera system to modify background AR information overlaying a particular region of text, thereby providing a
clearer rendered image to the user’s eyes. Obtaining high resolution scans of the environment via network or cloud services will
further enable such technologies to augment or assist human vision. Moreover, having extremely low latency access to 3D cloud
data will prevent devices from having to constantly conduct reconstructions or filter vast amounts of augmentative information
by facilitating instant access to oﬄoaded processing so that users
can have more eﬀective augmentations and digital assistance [9].
In this sense, AR and VisAug devices will become terminals for
accessing augmentative information rather than being computing
devices. This can also help realize predictive or x-ray vision interfaces. In many cases, traﬃc or driving in particular, we would like
to be able to see additional information about the moving objects
around us, other cars, and other incoming vehicles that may be out
of sight. Several recent works have looked at automatically predicting trajectory information [25] and determining the best way
to utilize cameras to integrate “x-ray vision” information into a
user’s view [34]. 5G can help integrate the networking, synchronization, and presentation of data, such as sets of data from traﬃc
cameras or surveillance systems, into our visual system in order
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4.4 Beyond Immersive and Hyper-realistic Experiences
Streaming of such high fidelity content begs the question of
how far we can take these artificial worlds. Because we can manipulate the user’s perception with such content, it is possible that
we can come up with something beyond what users typically call
“presence,” or the feeling and perception that you are present in
a remote or virtual space. Once presence is achieved, we can
begin designing content that takes advantage of our perceptual
deficits in ways that our physical world falls short. Good examples are the various optical illusions we can see on printed paper,
like Hering’s famous optical illusion (two straight and parallel
lines in front of radial background appear as if they were bowed
outwards). Though some research has been carried out to date,
like using changes in stereo to amplify or emphasize colors or
content [61], we still largely have not taken advantage of the capabilities of all that AR and VR have to oﬀer in the domain of
changing or augmenting perception.

5. Conclusion
The 5G network will open a great number of new opportunities for streaming media, telepresence, medicine, and education.
Though a number of challenges like latency and bandwidth will
still remain in more remote or crowded locations, we will soon
have the ability to transmit 3D model or video stream data that
will allow users to be completely transported to another world,
without wires or tethering. As such, we will likely see a migration to virtual workspaces for education, remote machine operation, telemedicine, and general conferencing applications. Other
areas like mobile gaming, vision enhancement, and collaborative
art promise to deliver rich environments with which to develop
new content and better performance through exciting new humanmachine interfaces.
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